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Project: 101049381 — PLAYS — ERASMUS-SPORT-2021-SCP 

Inquiry no 1/2023/PLAYS 

 

Orderer: 

 

Fundacja Innowacji dla Sportu VERDE 

ul. Sterlinga 27/29,90-212 Łódź. 

NIP: 725-205-72-62 

 

Verde Cluster for Sports Innovation (VERDE Foundation for Sports Innovation) will align 

the PLAYS project with the European policies on the digital dimension and virtual component by 

creating a platform that will support the consortium, TEAM members and all possible 

stakeholders in providing specialized open source information. 

 

Subject of the order 

The digital dimension will be a focal point of the project, since it will be developed via a 

dedicated platform on the project website aimed at TEAM members, parents and all stakeholders, 

and it will be implemented educational activities for children and youngsters involved. 

Those services (platform) will be integrated in a 3rd level domain (www.playsproject.eu) 

already existing under the project website (under construction). 

 

The detailed description of the subject of the order and deadlines for the work 

 

What should the platform include?  

 

A project website including a specific platform will facilitate the exchange among all relevant 

stakeholders with e-lessons, training materials, forums, etc.  

Under the ordered service a digital platform, in English, will be set up to promote digital 

competences and favour the exchange of information, advises and knowledge among all 

possible national and EU stakeholders. 

The platform will include training and informative materials and a virtual room for debates and 

discussions regarding the project topics, but also upcoming needs of professionals. 

 

Durability 

The platform developed during the project will remain active after the end of the project with 

the aim of reaching other beneficiaries across Europe.  

 

KPI: Number of stakeholders reached with the platform 

 

Time of delivery: summer-autumn 2023 

 

Scope of the order/functionality of the platform created as part of the order: 

 

1. Layout and preparation of basic and mobile mock-ups, 

2. Wordpress implementation, layout implementation using Elementor Pro and adding 

5 sample content pages/entries, 

3. all basic features of Wordpress as a manageable CMS - more information at 

https://wordpress.org/about/features/ (Categories, Comments, Users, Roles, etc.), 

4. Ability to create content using an advanced content editor such as Elementor PRO or 

similar - features described here https://elementor.com/features/editor/ 

5. chat and forum (described below) : 

 

Description of fully funcional discussion forum : 

 

-Fully responsive and flat design; 

https://elementor.com/features/editor/
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-Search questions and answers by keywords and category with user friendly 

auto-suggestion features; 

-Filter questions and answers by custom fields; 

-Create search and filter forms with visual form editor; 

-Post questions and answers from the frontend; 

-Post comments to both questions and answers; 

-Post and edit comments inline; 

-Tag questions with auto-suggest; 

-Hierarchical categories; 

-File attachments to questions and answers; 

-Vote for questions/answers/comments both up and down; 

-Close/reopen questionsFeatured questions; 

-Flagging questions/answers/comments with automatic spam moderation; 

-Favorite questions and answers; 

-Accept answers; 

-User profile pages; 

-User reputation system; 

-Custom fields with visual form editor (Choice, Date, HTML, Markdown Text, 

Number, ON/OFF, Paragraph Text, Single Line Text, CAPTCHA, User, Section 

Break, File Upload, Image Upload, Video, Email, Phone Number and more); 

-Role/Reputation based permission system with over 40 permissions to 

configureRestrict access to members of selected roles; 

-Allow guest users to post questions/answers as well as accepting answers 

posted to their questions; 

-Install multiple instances of SabaiDiscuss (by just copying 1 file) 

-PHP Markdown editor for posting questions/answers and editing tag descriptions 

with live preview; 

-Filters user HTML using HTMLPurifier for additional security; 

-Code syntax highlighting using Google Prettify; 

-Search questions and answers. 

 

Description of Users' chat 

-Unlimited users; 

-Unlimited channels; 

-Single-sign-on; 

-Anonymous users; 

-Appearance and Themes; 

-Moderation; 

-Voice messages; 

-Posting pictures and files; 

-Notifications; 

-Easy localization; 

-Flood control and filters; 

-All features of Wise Chat 2.9; 

-Private messages (one-to-one); 

-Facebook-like chat mode; 

-E-mail notifications; 

-Custom Emoticons; 

-Avatars; 

-Replying to messages; 

-Messages reactions; 

-FB/Twitter/Google+ authentication. 

 

. 
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Description of the offer preparation 

 

The offer should be given in net and gross amount in PLN.  

 

Offers should be sent to the e-mail address: mlukaszewska@verde-klaster.eu by 26.01.2023, 

16:00. 

 

Offers selection 

 

Offers selection will be based on the most favorable price. 

 

Requirements for the Contractor 

 

1. the Contractor must have the necessary authorizations and organizational, technical 

and economic potential to prepare the platform. 

2.  the Contractor, submitting a offer, shall not have any capital or personal relations with 

the Orderer.  

 

Payment terms : 14 days from the date of the invoice. 


